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1 INTRODUCTION
Tejasvita is focused on nurturing talent in low income communities by conducting high quality educational
programs for various age groups.
This Learning Outcomes Report focuses on the learning progress that children made in our Preschool Program that
we conducted during the academic year 2019-20. Our Preschool Program is a supplementary program that we
conduct in Affordable Private Schools (APS). During the 2019-20 academic year, the Preschool Program ran 6 hours
a week (three sessions per week and each session is 2 hours long) and was conducted for more than 200 children
in the age group 3 - 6 years, in 6 classrooms across 3 schools. We ran this program for the whole academic year for
these 200 children and conducted a total of about 76 two-hour sessions during the year.
The program was child centric and the curriculum was focused on holistic development spread across four areas English language comprehension and speaking, Collaborative skills, capacities needed for Creative thinking and
Critical thinking. We termed it the 4Cs Curriculum Framework containing - communication, collaboration, creative
thinking and critical thinking as the four different Cs.
The curriculum content and implementation processes were play-based and were designed to nurture the
children’s natural drive to learn. The children were given an atmosphere where they could express themselves
freely, make choices, move purposefully in the classroom and work hands-on at their own pace and challenge
themselves to higher goals.
All through the academic year, we tracked the progress of the children across 4Cs. The assessments were
teacher-reported. The teachers captured regular observations about the children and scored the children for the
different milestones related to 4Cs. We designed the milestones for 4Cs based on the developmental milestones
of preschool children and what they would reach during their preschool years that would directly aid in the
development of the 4Cs later on in their life. The teacher reported scores were then aggregated and plotted in
order to reveal the progress that was made for each child for the 4Cs.
At the end of the year, we also wrote a progress report for each child we worked with, based on our observations
and their progress captured in the assessments. These progress reports were shared with the school and the
parents of the children.
This year we also wrote reflections by each of the teachers in our classrooms to capture the learnings for the year
and how we could improve going forward.
This year we continued with our parents' workshops and conducted it twice during the year across each of the
three schools. The outcomes of these interactions are also shared in this report.
In addition, we launched a formal relationship building effort with our partner schools by inviting their teachers
and management staff to our office and engaging with them through playful team building games and art
activities.
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2 RESULTS SUMMARY AT A GLANCE
Following is the overall results of the children, which we’ve been able to see in the Preschool program, based on
the assessment data that we collected during the academic year. The progress of the children was measured
relative to where each child was, at the beginning of the program. The results are based on the scores of 190
children. Although we worked with more than 200 children, we were able to measure the progress of 190 children
only as the rest of them didn’t attend the complete school year.
1. 99% of the all the children showed progress in at least one or more of the following skills - English
communication or Collaboration skills or Creative thinking capacities. Please refer to Section 4.1 on 4Cs
Framework to understand the various components of these skills measured.
2. 93% of the children showed progress in all the three areas - English communication, Collaborative skills
and Creative thinking capacities.
3. 92% of the children made progress in attention span, as measured by how they are able to self-regulate
themselves and focus on the activity at hand for 15, 30 and 45 minutes at a time.
4. 94% of the children made progress in English communication as measured by the ability to comprehend
and build vocabulary and communicate in English without being prompted to do so.
5. 96% of the children made progress in Collaboration skills as measured by their ability to follow classroom
rules and various teaching learning processes, transition between different teaching learning processes,
build positive relationships with other children, express their preferences and make eye contact while
speaking.
6. 94% of the children made progress in their Creative thinking capacities measured as a comprehensive
ability to engage with and explore materials and media in a way that is meaningful to them, have the
attention span and perseverance to focus on different kinds of teaching learning processes during the
Tejasvita sessions.
7. Children with the lowest and mid-range attention spans during the first term (when we assess the
baseline scores), made the highest amount of progress in Attention span, English Communication,
Collaboration and Creative thinking, on an average, during the academic year. However, it is the children
with the high-range to highest attention spans during the first term (baseline term) who scored the
highest scores on an average across all the three terms in Attention Span, English Communication,
Collaboration and Creative thinking.
8. Children with the high-range to highest attention spans during the first term (baseline term) had the
highest scores on an average in Critical thinking activities in the following areas: Matching and
Classification, Seriation, Identifying and creating patterns and Solving problems. These children also had
the highest scores on an average in targeted activities that we did to build Cooperation skills.
9. All classrooms showed progress from first term to third term in the areas of Attention Span, English
Communication, Collaboration and Creative thinking, as measured by the average scores of all children in
the classroom during each of the terms.
10. All classrooms progressed from doing lower milestones/levels of Critical thinking activities to higher
milestones/levels during the academic year.
This year we also conducted detailed interviews of all partner schools’ management staff and teachers associated
with our program. We also had one-one interactions with parents of about 80 children to discuss their child’s
progress in our classrooms and were able to capture detailed conversations between our teachers and parents of
about 54 children. Here are the highlights of their feedback about our program.
1. 92% of the partner school teachers and management staff said that the children have improved in at least
Tejasvita Trust
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one of the following areas - English Communication, collaboration, critical thinking, creative thinking,
attention span, sharper and better memory owing to the Tejasvita program
85% of the partner school teachers and management staff said that the children’s love for learning which
they can attribute to the Tejasvita program
62% of the partner school teachers and management staff said that the children have shown
socio-emotional improvement which they can attribute to the Tejasvita program
81% of the parents found their children eagerly discussing the Tejasvita classes or were repeating activities
from the Tejasvita classroom back at home such as drawing, painting and colouring, singing rhymes etc.
56% of the parents we interacted with said that there is noticeable socio-emotional development in their
child which they can attribute to the Tejasvita program. Some of them (46%) found that their child started
expressing her/himself more which they can attribute to the Tejasvita program.

The progress we are seeing for all the children in our program continues to be very encouraging. We believe that
our program implements some well researched strategies to build the skills and sub skills under 4Cs. We give the
same exposure to all the children in our classrooms regardless of their abilities without differentiating them in any
way. The amount of attention we give to children may vary a bit depending on the behavioral challenges that
different children show.

3 DEMOGRAPHICS
This year, we collected student demographic and socio-economic data from their admission forms from each of
the schools and a basic demographic analysis was done. We had a higher male concentration among the learners
in comparison to females.

About 65% of the children were primarily from local language (Kannada) speaking families, followed by Hindi and
Tamil as their mother tongue. Parents’ educational qualification indicated most parents to be educated upto a
maximum of 10th grade level or lesser and only a smaller percentage of parents are graduates or above. For one
school, this data was not available and hence we were not able to compare that detail.

Tejasvita Trust
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More than 75% of the families had a monthly income of below INR 5000. Most of the fathers’ worked as drivers of
auto or cabs and they were daily wage labourers while mothers were homemakers or worked as domestic helpers
or in garments as shown below:
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4 PROGRAM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Tejasvita’s Preschool Program is a supplementary program that we conduct in our partner schools which are
Affordable private schools. During the 2019-20 academic year, 190 children in the 3-5 years age group attended
the Preschool Program through the academic year. The program ran 6 hours a week, split into 3 days of 2 hours
each, in 7 classrooms across 3 schools. We conducted 76 two-hour sessions in each of the classrooms.
Although it is a supplementary program, it focuses on holistic development of a child. The program is child centric
and the curriculum is spread across four areas of development - English language comprehension and speaking,
Collaborative skills, capacities needed for Creative thinking and Critical thinking. We termed it the 4Cs curriculum
containing - communication, collaboration, creative thinking and critical thinking as the four different Cs.
The teachers of the Preschool program were part of Tejasvita. We maintained a teacher student ratio of about
1:10 or 1:12. Hence we had 3 teachers in a classroom of six classrooms which had about 30 - 35 children each and
2 teachers for one classroom that had about 17 children. For the 7 classrooms that we worked in, we had 20
teachers. In addition to the 20 teachers who regularly facilitated the program in these classrooms, we had the
support of two volunteer teachers who substituted when the regular teachers were on leave. The teachers of the
partner schools were typically not present in the classroom during our program. Even if they are present, they
mostly focused on their own work or observed our program.
The teachers of Tejasvita were well-educated mothers with a Bachelor's degree or Master's degree and were from
privileged backgrounds. Of the 20 Tejasvita teachers, 8 of them were new to Tejasvita’s Preschool program during
the 2019-20 academic year. Many of them had work experience in corporate settings or had worked with children
in a school before.
At the beginning of the academic year, all teachers attended 20 half days of training program spread over 5 weeks.
Tejasvita Trust
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The training program focused on introducing child development theories, Tejasvita curriculum and classroom
processes. The program was designed to be interactive and experiential. In addition, there were 5 professional
development days during the academic year during which time, we created additional learning opportunities for
the teachers based on their specific needs in the classroom. Every classroom also had at least one teacher who
had prior experience with the Tejasvita classroom processes during the previous academic years.
Our Preschool program is a portable program. Our teachers met at the Tejasvita office for about an hour before
going to the classrooms. During this time, they made final preparations and packed all the materials to be taken to
the classroom based on a pre-decided curriculum calendar for the classroom. They traveled a short distance to the
partner schools, conducted the program for 2 hours and returned back to the office to put back the materials and
make preparations for the next day.
The Preschool program was designed to be flexible enough to cater to either a single age/multi-ability classroom
or a mixed-age/multi-ability classroom. In every classroom, we had children with multiple levels of abilities within
the age groups of 3,4 or 5 year olds. In one of the classrooms, we also had a mixed age group of 3, 4 and 5 year
olds.
The curriculum content and classroom processes were play and choice based and were designed to nurture their
natural drive to learn in children. The children were given an atmosphere where they could express themselves
freely, move purposefully in the classroom and work hands on at their own pace. The activities were exploratory,
hands-on and interactive in nature. Such an environment typically contrasted with the regular classroom of the
APS where teaching was blackboard based, children sat on benches and the curriculum was highly academic in
nature.

4.1 4Cs Framework
The following table describes the 4Cs skills, subskills and it’s milestones in detail. The 4Cs were chosen based on
the key skills that are required to be successful in the 21st century. We put together the 4Cs milestones described
below based on the developmental level of preschool children and the milestones they would reach during their
preschool years that would directly aid in the development of 4Cs later on in their life. The milestones were also
worded in a way that it lent itself to being easily observable by the teachers in order to aid assessments.

Tejasvita's 4Cs Skills/Milestones for the Preschool
Program 2019-20
Skill/Subskill
Communication English

M1

M2

M3

Comprehends
English spoken
language

Listens to a request
in English and
responds
appropriately either
through gestures, in
mother tongue or
English.

Answers specific
English questions
about key details
from
information/reque
sts/stories shared
orally in mother
tongue or
English.

Asks appropriate
questions in
mother tongue or
English, related to
information/reque
sts/stories shared,
to deepen
understanding

Tejasvita Trust
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Builds English
Vocabulary

Identifies familiar
Includes
people, places and increasingly more
Seeks new
objects in English English words in English words or
(when prompted or
everyday
sentences
not)
conversation

Speaks in English
sentences clearly

Speaks audibly in
Speaks in simple
Uses short English
simple
grammatically
phrases to
grammatically
complete English
communicate
complete English
sentences
sentences

Collaboration

M1

Makes Eye Contact

Makes eye contact
while speaking to
teachers

Follows the
classroom rules,
routines and
processes

Follows rules and
routines in choice
based processes

Follows rules and
routines in
non-choice
processes

Builds positive
relationships

Initiates interaction
with other children

Sustains
interaction with
other children

Expresses
Preference

M2

Cooperates in a
collaborative task

Cooperates in a
task that involves
taking turns

Critical Thinking

M1

M2

Seriates

Identifies & Creates
Patterns

Tejasvita Trust

M4

M5

Participates in all Redirects to a
classroom
new activity and
processes and
settles down
activities
with minimal
enthusiastically
stress

Makes confident
Expresses likes
choices when given
and dislikes
several options
Cooperates in a
task that involves
sharing
resources which
is scarce

Matches and
Classifies

M3

Cooperates to
achieve a group
goal in an
explorative task
M3

Cooperates with
Helps the
common
partner child
resources to
to achieve
achieve a group
their goal
goal in a critical
(practice
thinking task
empathy)
M4

Identifies
Sort objects by one
Sorts assorted
Sorts objects by appropriate labels
basic feature like
objects in
two basic
for non-basic
size, shape, colour,
self-made
features
categories and
smell, texture
categories
sorts
Orders objects
according to basic
features like size,
length, hue or
weight.

M5
Identifies
similarities
and
differences

Orders objects
Orders events in and events based
time
on real world
knowledge

Creates a
Determines the variety of linear
Copies two step
missing piece of a visual patterns
visual patterns such Extends two-step
pattern within a
and explains
as red- blue,
visual patterns.
set two-step
his/her own
red-blue.
visual sequence.
formula for
them.
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Solves a problem
that can be
Solves a problem
solved through a
that can be solved
combination of
just through visual
visual cues and
cues
real world
knowledge
M1

M2

Demonstrates
Engages with given
multiple
materials and
purposeful ways
media
to use materials
and media

M3

M4

M5

Creates an end
product with
materials and/or
media and
describes his/her
personal
connection to it.

Maintains attention

Sustains focus for
at least 15 minutes

Sustains focus
for at least 30
minutes

Sustains focus for
at least 45
minutes

Perseveres

Initiates working on
activities on his/her
own

Puts effort to
complete a task

Seeks additional
challenges

The 4Cs framework for 2019-20 is very similar in structure to what we used in 2018-19. A few minor changes in
the Critical thinking section have been made based on our learnings during the previous academic year.

4.2 Classroom processes
The following table gives an overview of our classroom processes. During each of the 2 hour sessions, the teachers
conducted a combination of 4-5 classroom processes listed below. Each of the classroom processes described
below was designed and implemented in a playful fashion. They varied in choice, movement and opportunities for
repetition. Different children were able to take advantage of different aspects of the program based on their
learning style and abilities.

Tejasvita Trust
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Circle time

The intention of Circle time was to get the children to tune-in to Tejasvita class time. This was held daily in the
classrooms for about 15- 20 minutes at the beginning of our session. We did several types of activities and
conversations during this time: Calming music, meditation, games to increase executive function skills, various
types of songs, introduction to activities for the day, rule setting through role plays and so on.

Stations activities

The intention of the Stations process was to get the children to engage in process based art and hence get
exposure to various materials and open-ended art techniques. It enabled them to explore and express their ideas.
Children could choose from two activity stations in the classroom. The teachers at each station did a demo of the
activity and gave materials to the children to do the activities independently and then the children explored with
Tejasvita Trust
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the materials. Typically, the Stations classroom process ran for 45 minutes once a week.

Educational Toys Free play

The intention of the Educational Toys Free Play process was to get the children to work with various educational
manipulatives. Manipulatives designed for exploration and to instill skills in different critical thinking areas were
laid out and children could choose and spend as much time as they liked on each manipulative. The teachers spent
time scaffolding the children as per their needs. The Educational Toys Free Play time typically went on for about 40
minutes once a week.

Group activities

The intention of the Group activities process was to get the children to work on hands-on activities specifically
designed to instill Critical thinking and Cooperation skills. The classroom was divided into three groups with one
teacher working with each group. Each teacher first gave instructions to children with a demo. Each child was then
given one set of materials to achieve the objective and teachers scaffolded the children based on their individual
Tejasvita Trust
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needs. Group activities process ran for about 30 minutes twice a week.

Storytelling

The intention of Storytelling was to improve the children’s English listening comprehension and vocabulary and
also expose them to knowledge of various social emotional skills through the medium of storytelling. The stories
were told first using appropriate props and then by reading the corresponding picture books. Storytelling typically
ran for 20 mins twice a week.

Read Alouds

Tejasvita Trust
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The intention of Read Alouds was to expose children to world class picture books curated carefully based on the
age appropriateness and their real life connection to the children. These books were read aloud in a dramatised
fashion for about 15 min twice a week.

Books Library Time

The intention of the Books Library time process was to create a library time for the children when they could pick
and choose and browse through outstanding picture books and engaging laminated pictures. They could work
with teachers or with their peers to build conversations in the context of the books. This process typically ran for
about 40 min once a week.

Music and movement

The intention of the Music and Movement process was to use music and body movements to improve children’s
Tejasvita Trust
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sense of melody, rhythm, attention span, English vocabulary and comprehension. Carefully curated songs were
used for this process. This process typically ran for 15min twice a week.

4.3 Integration of 4Cs framework and classroom processes
The 4Cs framework and classroom processes went hand in hand. The classroom processes were designed to
provide opportunities for children to learn 4Cs and progress through the milestones.
1. English communication - Research shows that 0 - 6 years is a sensitive period for language development in
children and during this period, they have immense ability to pick up new languages simply by being
surrounded by it. The Tejasvita teachers spoke only in English during daily interactions in the classrooms,
which included times when they gave instructions to children during the classroom processes, with the
intention of giving children the maximum exposure to English. They used bilingual if absolutely necessary.
In addition, classroom processes like Storytelling, Read-alouds and Books Free Play were specially
designed to improve English comprehension, vocabulary and English speaking skills.
2. Collaboration - Our program provided many opportunities for children to develop socially and emotionally
by building empathy, positive relationships with peers and teachers and making choices for themselves.
The classroom processes and the transitions between these processes provided a variety in terms of rules
and routines, choice, movement and repetition, for children to develop self regulation. Children also had
many opportunities during Educational Toys Free Play, Books Free Play and Stations activities to develop
positive and purposeful peer relationships organically. Targeted Group activities were designed and
conducted to help children to build co-operative skills like turn taking, sharing resources and collaborating.
In addition, teachers tried to build an atmosphere that is free of fear and allow children to operate out of
their intrinsic motivation to learn.
3. Critical thinking - Targeted Group Activities were designed and conducted, as opportunities for children
to develop basic critical thinking skills through hands-on activities like matching, sorting, classifying,
sequencing, identifying and creating patterns, solving problems. During Educational Toys Free Play,
children could choose among various wooden manipulatives that were designed to develop these critical
thinking skills.
4. Creative thinking - During Stations activities, children were given opportunities to develop basic capacities
for creative thinking through process based art activities. Developing their attention-span and
perseverance happened during all the classroom processes where a combination of freedom of choice,
movement and repetition allowed children to work at their pace and on their terms, building
self-accountability..

4.4 Engagement of Parents and Partner School teachers
During the academic year, we held two 2.5 hour long seminars for parents in each of the three partner schools.
More than 110 parents of the children attended the parent seminars across these two workshops. These seminars
were held in Kannada and translations were made to Hindi where necessary. The workshop was highly experiential
and interactive. We had the parents experience many of the activities that children do in our classrooms and
engaged them in games, role plays and discussions based on the role plays. We also had one-on-one interactions
with the parents where we showed the individual work of their children from our activities. We used this
Tejasvita Trust
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opportunity to discuss parents’ feedback on their child’s improvements, constraints in the home context and any
additional changes parents can bring about to enhance the impact of our program. Below are a few pictures from
the workshops.

Tejasvita Trust
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We also engaged with the teachers and management of all the three partner schools during the academic year.
The objectives of this engagement were to continue building strong relationships with them and to share
knowledge about the importance of child centric methods for children’s education in the classroom. As part of this
engagement, we conducted one partners’ workshop at the Tejasvita office where all the teachers and
management of the partner schools joined us for a morning event. We took them through some hands-on
activities to immerse them into the Tejasvita curriculum design and pedagogy. We had a good interaction and
brainstorming with all the participants and this gave a chance for our partners to appreciate our program even
more. Some of the pictures from the event are as below:

Tejasvita Trust
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5 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
5.1 Program Development Goals for the academic year
The main program goals for the 2019-20 academic year are as follows:
●
●

●

●
●

Continue serving 200+ students while we standardize our processes and measure the effectiveness of the
program for 3 consecutive years. 2019-20 was the final year in this span of 3 consecutive years.
Following objectives were decided for the curriculum and pedagogy
○ Extend and enhance the activities in our curriculum after careful review of what’s present and
what’s needed.
○ Re-level the critical thinking activities in the curriculum on the basis of children’s performance.
○ Re-align the lesson planning process for the classrooms such that the activities planned are in line
with the class mastery levels reached.
Fine tune our assessments and children’s progress reports
○ Introduce a formative assessment process for interim child specific interventions
○ Introduce a reliability score for the assessments based on other external factors such as teacher
attrition, partner school logistics and other issues that could have impacted the scoring processes
○ Add an overall class level reflections report to capture the learnings during the year, what worked
best and what could be improved based on the teachers’ experiences during the academic year.
Engage with parents of the children through workshops and one on one interactions.
Engage with teachers of the partner schools to enhance trust and cooperation.

5.2 Major challenges we faced during the academic year
●

●

In one of our partner schools we did not get a designated classroom space due to construction issues. One
classroom had to be conducted in the corridor space outside of the students washrooms for a significant
part of the year and it was extremely challenging to manage our processes in the cold open area, with kids
from other classrooms moving in and out of the washrooms. We had to work around these constraints.
One of our partner schools lacked a full-time teacher for their preschool children and hence kids were
managed along with higher grade classrooms during their regular class hours when they were not with us.
They needed to be gathered from various classes for our program and this posed a lot of logistics issues.

6 ASSESSMENTS METHODOLOGY
Our student assessment process is based on the following beliefs.
1. It is important to use our assessments for both measuring the outcomes of the program and to make
improvements in our teaching-learning and organisational processes.
2. It is important to measure the progress of children holistically and not just in the areas that can be
measured using a paper-pencil test
3. Because we are working with very young children who are not ready for tests, we have to gather our data
in a non-threatening way.

Tejasvita Trust
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All our assessments of children were indirect and teacher-reported. We conducted two types of teacher reported
assessments - Relative scoring and Absolute scoring. They are described below.

Relative scoring method
The following scoring method which measures the progress of children across three terms, was followed for all the
milestones under English Communication and Creative thinking and all the milestones under Collaboration except
the ones for the sub-skill ‘Cooperates’. Please refer to the 4Cs milestones table in Section 4.1 for the list of skills
and their relevant milestones.
Our teachers collected observational data for every child on a regular basis related to all the milestones for the
skills/sub-skills listed in 4Cs Framework,. This was possible because all children were given equal exposure to these
skills/sub-skills and their milestones equally across all classrooms, every single week. This observational data
formed the basis for a quantifiable assessment that was conducted every few months. After the first 5 weeks of
working with the children on the 4Cs curriculum and gathering observations about them, we quantified these
observations and our intuitive understanding of the children into scores for each of the milestones listed in the
4Cs milestones table in section 4.1. We considered these as the baseline scores. We had two more assessment
periods (terms) during the academic year. During each of these periods, we observed the children and at the end
of each of these periods we quantified these observations and our intuitive understanding about each child. Based
on the teachers’ scores during each of these terms, we were able to measure the progress of each child in each of
the 3 of the skill areas in the 4Cs framework - English Communication, Collaboration, Creative thinking skills.
The teacher reporting of the scores was based on a well defined step by step scoring process which involved both
individual scoring by teachers and consensus building among all the teachers of the classroom about each score
that we assigned to each child.
A teacher scored each milestone for each child based on the following scoring sheet:

Relative Scoring for English Communication, Collaboration, Creative thinking skills
N/O - Teacher didn't observe
N/A - didn't attempt
A - Child is absent a lot
0 - Never does it with help or independently
1- Sometimes does it independently
2 - Frequently does it independently
3 - Always does it independently

For example, to score a child for Collaboration -> Follows the classroom rules, routines and processes -> Redirects
to a new activity and settles down with minimal stress, the child was given a score of ‘3’ during an assessment
period if he/she always independently and without help redirected himself/herself with minimal stress. A score of
‘2’ was given if he/she frequently (but not always) redirected with minimal stress during the assessment period.
And so on.
Tejasvita Trust
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Absolute scoring method
The following scoring method was used for all the milestones under Critical thinking skill and it’s sub-skills and also
for the milestones under ‘Cooperates in a Collaborative task’ sub-skill under Collaboration.
Each classroom conducted activities to build ‘Critical thinking’ skills and ‘Cooperates in a Collaborative task’
sub-skill for different milestones under the skills.The activities under a certain milestone were selected based on
how many children in the classroom have mastered the particular milestone. For example, during a certain week
one classroom may have conducted activities for Critical thinking -> Matches & Classifies -> Sort objects by one
visual feature like size or colour, while another classroom may have conducted for Critical thinking -> Matches &
Classifies -> Sorts objects by two basic features. The classroom progressed to a higher milestone or a higher level
in the current milestone for the sub-skill when at least 60% children in the classroom mastered the activities at
the current milestone or level.
During each activity, the teacher not only scaffolded each individual child based on their ability but also scored
children based on the following scoring chart.
Absolute Scoring for Critical thinking skills
N/O - Teacher didn't observe
N/A - didn't attempt
A - Absent
0 - Didn't accomplish any part of the objectives for the task
1- Accomplished the objectives partially with help from teacher
2- Accomplished the objectives partially, independently
3 - Accomplished the objectives fully with help from teacher
4 - Accomplished the objectives fully, independently

Absolute Scoring for "Cooperates in a Collaborative task"
N/O - Teacher didn't observe
N/A - didn't attempt
A - Absent
0 - Didn't accomplish any part of the cooperation objectives for the task
1- Accomplished the cooperation objectives partially with help from teacher
2- Accomplished the cooperation objectives partially, independently
3 - Accomplished the cooperation objectives fully with help from teacher
4 - Accomplished the cooperation objectives fully, independently

At the end of the academic year, for each child, we were able to show the mastery level of every child in each of
Tejasvita Trust
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the critical thinking skills - ‘Matches and Classifies’, ‘Seriates’, ‘Identifies and Creates Patterns’, ‘Problem Solving’
and the ‘Cooperates’ activities we did in the classroom, relative to all the milestones for each of these skills.

Formative assessment process
During the 2019-20 academic year, we introduced a formative assessment process in addition to the above
relative and absolute scoring processes. This was done as a quarterly exercise where teachers were asked to
identify top 3-5 and bottom 3-5 children in terms of their learning progress in each skill area. After identifying
these children, the teachers were expected to reflect on this list before each classroom session and plan specific
intervention strategies across class or for the identified children to ensure that the ones with the lower progress
are given additional learning opportunity and exposure and the one on the higher end are challenged enough with
higher-level tasks to ensure better engagement.

7 OVERALL RESULTS ACROSS ALL TEJASVITA
CLASSROOMS
The following graph shows the average age of each of the 7 classrooms we worked in. Please note that
●
●
●

In School 3, Nursery and LKG/UKG were in the same classroom although they have been represented by
separate graphs
In School 1, UKG students were split into two classrooms in order to maintain the student teacher ratio
and handle the large number of children as two separate classrooms.
Although we served a little more than 200 children during the academic year, 190 remained with us
through the academic year. Hence all graphs account only for these 190 children.
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The next few graphs plot the progress across the three terms as an average of all the children in each of the seven
classrooms we worked in, for the following skills - English Communication, Collaboration and Creative Thinking.
Although, ‘Attention Span’ is a sub-skill within Creative Thinking, the progress has also been plotted separately for
these two.
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The following graph shows the average percentage progress of the children in each of the skill areas measured
using the Relative score method.
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For each of the ‘Critical thinking’ and ‘Cooperates in a Collaborative task’ skills, the first graph in each page that
follows shows the maximum milestone level of activities reached and the average milestone level mastered by all
children. The second graph shows the average score of all the children in the classroom for that skill area.
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The following graphs are self-explanatory and give us other indicators of how our program performed during the
2019-20 academic year.
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8 FEEDBACK FROM PARTNER SCHOOLS
As part of the annual feedback from the partner schools towards the end of the academic year, we
phone-interviewed 13 teachers and management staff from across the three partner schools with a role break up
as below. During the interviews, we collected their feedback pertaining to our program, improvements observed
in children who have been through our program for the academic year and suggestions to make our program
better.

We collected feedback from the principals and the teachers of the partner schools about our preschool program
with the following 7 questions:
1. What are the top three things that you have observed about the Tejasvita Program that catches your
attention?
2. Do you see any specific improvements in the children of your class? If yes, in which areas?
3. In the observed areas of improvements in children, which ones do you attribute to the Tejasvita Program
and why?
4. Have you taught in classes which have been part of the Tejasvita program and the ones which haven’t
been engaged by Tejasvita? If yes, have you observed any difference/s between these batches? If so, what
are they?
5. What additions/changes would you like to see in the program in future implementations?
6. Would you recommend this program to other similar schools?
7. Is there any other feedback that you would like to share with us?

Overall results
1. Of the respondents, most of them (92%) said that there were noticeable improvements in children in at
least one of the following areas: English communication, collaboration, creative thinking, critical thinking,
attention span, sharper and better memory which could be directly attributed to the Tejasvita Preschool
program.
2. 85% of the respondents found that the love for learning has increased in the children and a majority (70%)
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of them found the children to have improved in their cognitive abilities.
Most of the respondents (85%) found our program to be well designed.
A majority (61%) appreciated the planning and execution of the program and found the children to be well
engaged with good classroom management strategies.
54% of them appreciated the teachers’ commitment, enthusiasm and other qualities.
All the respondents were sure of recommending our program to other schools.
While most of them liked the program as it is - without any changes, some of them (46%) felt the need to
align more with the academic curriculum and 30% suggested changes in the program frequency and/or
execution.

A detailed analysis of the responses for the above questions, collected from 13 participants is as below:
Q1 - Top three things about the Tejasvita Program:

Most of them (85%) appreciated the program design among the top three things that they have observed about
the Tejasvita program, here are some of their quotes related to program design:

● “It’s a unique program designed with highly effective child-centric activities”
● “Storytelling with puppets is very good and has helped our children in improving their focus and
attention”
● “Choice based activities ha helped improve responsibility and decision making abilities in our
children”
A majority (62%) of the respondents found the planning and execution of the program to be on the top and here
is what they said in response to this:
●
●

“The Tejasvita PreSchool program is very well managed and the teachers are highly equipped”
“The classroom management is very good and keeps the children highly engaged”
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● “Very creative and different - each time when teachers come the kids are never bored”
A majority (54%) of the respondents appreciated the teachers’ qualities and here are some of the quotes related
to this:

● “Tejasvita teachers are punctual, enthusiastic, demonstrate sincere efforts and interact well with our
children”
● “Tejasvita teachers reciprocate to children with love and affection”
● “Program is engaging, Teachers are friendly. Kids are excited.”
Q2, Q3 and Q4 - Improvements observed in children owing to the Tejasvita Program:

Most of the respondents (92%) said that the children have improved in at least one of the following areas - English
Communication, collaboration, critical thinking, creative thinking, attention span, sharper and better memory
owing to the Tejasvita program. Most of them (85%) said that the children’s love for learning which they can
attribute to the Tejasvita program has increased and here are some of their quotes in relation to this:

● “Children love the program and look forward to the Tejasvita classes with eagerness”
● “Children are showing more interest in learning”
● "Children are able to grasp the story and are very interested. They know when the teachers are
coming and are eagerly waiting for the teachers on those days"
Majority of them (69%) said that the children have improved in their cognitive abilities which they can attribute to
the Tejasvita program and here are some of their responses in related to this:
●
●
●

“Children have improved in their English language vocabulary”
“Children have improved in their reading ability”
“The gross and fine motor skills of the children have improved owing to the program activities”

Majority of them (62%) said that the children have shown socio-emotional improvement which they can attribute
to the Tejasvita program and here are some of their quotes in related to this:
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“Children are emotionally positive and enthusiastic because of the program and this carries on to the rest
of the classes”
“Children do not fight amongst themselves and they are not violent on each other”

Following are some of the quotes from the respondents about the comparison of children who are part of the
Tejasvita Preschool program and kids from older grades who did not go through this program:
●
●
●
●
●
●

“Numeracy skills are better with children who are part of the Tejasvita Program”
“Children who are with the Tejasvita program are sharper in activities and are more enthusiastic and show
higher memory”
“Cognitive improvement is better. Children are better able to manage with art based activities and writing
skills”
“Communication skills are better with children who are part of the Tejasvita Program”
“Children who are part of the Tejasvita Program” show higher interest in learning and are eager to come to
school”
“Children with Tejasvita Program express themselves freely in comparison to the those did not undergo
this program”

Q5 - Program improvements suggested by the respondents:

Some (46%) of the respondents suggested changes to the program in terms of aligning with the school’s
curriculum calendar and a few (30%) suggested changes to the program frequency/design. A few quotes from the
respondents in relation to this question are:
●
●
●

“No changes needed, everything is perfect”.
“Align your curriculum calendar with the school calendar so that activities and theory classes are aligned”
“Introduce writing skills and letter sounds as part of your curriculum”
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“Introduce outdoor activities and conduct some classes outdoor”
“5 days program would be helpful to our children”

9 FEEDBACK FROM THE PARENT WORKSHOPS
During the parent workshops we conducted in the partner schools, we also had one-on-one interactions with the
parents where we showed the individual work of their children from our activities. We used this opportunity to
also discuss parents’ feedback on their child’s improvements with open-ended questions, constraints in the home
context and what additional changes parents have brought about in their homes to enhance the development of
children in their homes. We captured their conversations in written format and analysed it to the best possible
impact.
We had a total of 110 parents attend our workshops. We followed up the second workshop with one-on-one
interactions with 80 parents. We could collect detailed feedback from parents of 54 children during these
interactions.

Overall feedback from parents during one-on-one interactions:
1. Majority (81%) of the parents found their children eagerly discussing the Tejasvita classes or were
repeating activities from the Tejasvita classroom back at home such as drawing, painting and colouring,
singing rhymes etc.
2. 56% of the respondents said that there is noticeable socio-emotional development in their child which
they can attribute to the Tejasvita program. Some of them (46%) found that their child started expressing
her/himself more which they can attribute to the Tejasvita program.
3. While a few (26%) of them expressed constraints to give time for their children owing to both parents
having busy schedules, about 38% of the parents had made changes at home and with their parenting style
based on their learnings from the parents workshop.

A detailed analysis of the responses collated is as below.
Improvements observed in their children:
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Most of the parents (81%) said that their children are eager to discuss the activities of the Tejasvita classes and
also repeat the activities back at home. Here are some of their quotes in relation to this area:
●
●
●

“My child loves to draw, paint and do colouring activities”
“Child enjoys singing rhymes at home”
“Child enjoys reading books at home”

Majority (55%) of them found that their child has shown socio-emotional development which they can attribute to
the Tejasvita program. Some of their quotes were:
●
●

“My child has started playing with her/his sibling”
“Child is overcoming his/her shyness”

Some further quotes in relation to child being more expressive and sharing Tejasvita class events at home are:
●
●
●
●

“My child has become more expressive”
“My child has improved in his/her communication”
“My child talks a lot about the Tejasvita program classes at home”
“My child is excited to show the artwork created in Tejasvita class”

A few (37%) of the parents reported that they incorporated changes at home after Tejasvita’s parent workshop and
here are their quotes:
●
●
●

“Bought books about animals, fruits, vegetables, ABC’s and picture books”
“We do dal sorting activity and drawing at home”
“Bought my child paints and colour pencils”
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10 INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN’S PROGRESS REPORTS
At the end of the academic year 2019-20, we wrote detailed progress reports for each of the children in our 7
classrooms to distribute to the partner schools and the parents.
The progress report for each child contains the following.
●

●
●

There are 6 progress graphs for each child - English Communication, Creative thinking, Collaboration and
Total progress across all these three areas. ‘Attention Span’ is a sub-skill that belongs to ‘Creative thinking’
in the 4Cs milestones but it has also been plotted separately. For each child, we have also shown the
mastery level of each child in each of the ‘Critical thinking’ skills and ‘Cooperates’ skill, relative to the
milestones continuum for that skill in the 4Cs framework .
A detailed progress report summary has also been written for each child by the teachers of the class.
The detailed progress reports for all children can be found here.
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10.1 A few sample reports

Anorria Sharron

Date of Birth -27/11/2015

Attendance -88.16%

Progress Description for Anorria Sharron
Anorria Sharron is a highly energetic and creative child. This is her second year in Tejasvita class. She
likes to be called “Sharron”. She is very expressive and does not hesitate to ask for help from teachers
and peers whenever she requires. Sharron is a talkative child and starts positive conversations with her
friends. At times she was seen talking with her peers through gestures. She likes to recite rhymes that
she is fond of. “Dip dip dippy doo” is one of her favourite songs and she always asks for the song “Sa
sings the sunflower”. She is a happy-go-lucky child.
Sharron is observed to be very visual in her thinking. Once she said “C” pointing to the way the kids sat
in semicircle shape. She likes art activities the most and her attention span increased significantly in the
third term. In the beginning of the year she made simple structures like Sun, star, ball…using play dough.
As she got more exposure to art activities constantly, she started talking about her work. For example,
once she made a man and said ‘Grandpa”. On another day, she painted a beautiful, colorful frock with
pattern lines and strokes on a girl template. She spent a long time on it. Then she showed it to her friend
Manvi and said “my mom”. Once she made a “fan” with colorful shapes tiles (rangometry). During
educational toys play, Sharron once lined up all the toy animals and immediately borrowed two pans
from Anirudh and said that she needed pans because she wanted to keep water in one pan and milk in
the other pan for the animals to drink.
Sharron’s English communication skill improved significantly during this academic period. From the
beginning of the year she could understand most of the instructions given by the teachers in English.
Once when she was absent from class and the teacher asked her why, she said “fever”, “stomach pain”
and tried to explain her illness. As the year progressed she picked up a few phrases and sentences like,
“I want gum”, “that is mine, she took it” and also started responding confidently to the teachers
instructions.
Sharron has shown good progress in thinking activities. She is very attentive. Hence she easily
understands the activities which involve pattern, seriation, matches and classifies and problem solving
skills. For example, during “make your own puzzle” activity , she was able to properly join all the four cut
pieces of a flower with minimal help from the teacher. She knows to count till ten, can identify colors,
shapes and all alphabets.
Sharron had good collaboration skills from the beginning. At times she was seen losing her patience
when she was asked to wait for her turn. For instance, she was restless during “blind bag sorting” activity
where the children were supposed to wait for their turn to pick one object blindly from the bag and put it
in the respective bins. Different collaboration activities helped her to understand the concept of waiting,
and her patience during such activities improved as the session progressed.
Sharron likes to listen to stories especially when there are attractive props for the story. She enjoyed the
story “ fox and the crow”. She likes to solve puzzles and was seen solving the monkey puzzle, ]snail
puzzle and other close-ended puzzles mostly. She loves pretend play and the kitchen set and doctor set
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are her favourite toys. She loves to play with her group of friends. She enjoys music time with her
friends and comes up with her own actions for the music that is played.
Since Sharron is a very sharp and intelligent child, she could be given more exposure to thinking
activities by giving her appropriate puzzles to solve that would help her to challenge herself. She should
also be given opportunities to expose herself to painting and art, since that would improve her creativity
and increase her attention span further.

Progress data for Annorria Sharron
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Date of Birth - 27/11/2015

Attendance - 88.16%

Progress Description for Charvik
Charvik is a friendly and social boy.This is his first year in the Tejasvita classroom. Initially he would say
his full name “Charvik.H.Mourya” confidently and would show his name tag also . He makes good eye
contact while speaking to the teachers and peers. He likes to pair with Nagamanvi for all the classroom
activities and shows his displeasure if he gets seperated from her. He reminds the teacher about
stretching exercises frequently and shows a few of the exercises taught earlier. He asks for the songs
“Basse ba” and “Sa sings the sunflower” to be played everyday. He also enjoys the “Bear,Dragon” game
which is an Executive function skill activity.
Charvik has shown enormous progress in English communication skill this year. He listens to instructions
in English and responds appropriately either through gestures, in mother tongue or using English words
and phrases. For instance, when the teacher said “thank you” as he returned the materials, he
responded “welcome”. He could name many colors, animals, shapes, people and places in the beginning
of the year. like: ant, black, blue, elephant, square, duck, monkey...etc. As the year progressed he
included more phrases and short sentences to communicate. like: big fish, running fast, close your eyes
and so on.
Charvik’s involvement in art activities increased his attention span over a period of time.Though he liked
to paint and colour and tried all the hands-on activities, initially he tried to finish off quickly. During the
third term he became more focused on his work and confident about choosing the templates among
three choices that were given to him. Many a time he also took plain sheets of paper to draw something
of his choice. One day he drew a “house” and said “teddy bears” live in the house. On another instance,
he drew a “wolf” and “ a Doctor”, with a first aid kit in his hands. He spent quite some time on a “fish”
stencil. He traced it carefully by holding it with one hand and colored it neatly and showed it to the
teacher with pride. During brush strokes activity he tried very hard to make a circle by turning the brush.
Finally he did it with lots of effort..
Charvik is willing to help his friends and share his material, when needed. During one of the collaborative
activities, where the children were supposed to share their resources(crayons) to colour the picture he
willingly shared his crayon with his friend Divith. As the year progressed he showed good progress with
respect to collaboration.
In the beginning of the year Charvik did activities based on thinking skills whether it was matching,
seriation, identifying patterns or problem solving. He could do most of these activities without the
teachers’ help. As the complexity of the activity increased during the second term, he started asking for
help from the teacher when he is not able to do the activity on his own. By the end of the year he made
significant progress on thinking activities.
Charvik spends lots of time on building blocks and puzzles. He made a “square” with lego blocks and
showed it to the teacher and said “cake”. Once he took color cards and called his friend Manvi and both
of them pretended to play with it using it as “money”. A couple of times he was observed building a
house with wooden blocks and spent a lot of uninterrupted time on this.. He actively participates in
music. He likes to read books with his friends. He recognizes alphabets and can count till 10. He likes to
narrate the stories in the books. He enjoyed narrating the “Gajapati Kulapati” he giggled and repeatedly
said “kulapati, kulapati…” and the “Matching Socks” story to the teacher during reading time..
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Charvik will perform well with encouragement from the teachers and parents and can be given exposure
to thinking activities and puzzles. He picks up new English words very fast and has an inclination to
learn the English language. It would be a good idea to read small story books to him as he is very
enthusiastic about learning new words and sentences, so that this interest in books can be nourished in
the coming years.

Progress data for Charvik.H. Maurya
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